
USURY.

Gosford reports this case:

The deceased Earl of Buchan, as principal, and the Earls of Kinghorn and

Rothes, as cautioners, having given bond to - Dick and the Lady Baird, in
life-rent, and their heirs, in fee, for A.20,O0 of principal, and annual-rent termly,
and in case of failzie, to pay not only penalty, bdt the annual-rent should be stated

in principal sum, and bear annual-rent thereafter; whereupon. she did pursue the
Earl of Kinghorn for payment of the annual-rent of the said annual-rents. The
Lords found the bond as to that clause null and void, conform to the civil law
De usuris; notwithstanding it was alleged, That the pursuer being a life-renter,
and having no other subsistence, f6r want of the annual-rent, was forced to borrow
money for her entertainment; and that it was lawful for a creditor to take bond
for by-gone annual-rents, which was not reprobated by our law; so, upon that
same reason, it was lawful to the pursuer to make use of that same obligatory
clause for the payment of annual-rents of the annual-rents not paid at the

term.
Goford MS. p. ss.

1669. February 19. RELICT Of SKINK against EARL of ROXBURGH.

Umquhile Cornelius Skink pursues the Earl of Roxburgh upon a bond ; andthe

Earl having alleged that the bond was partly paid by Skink's intromission with the
Earl's pay in Holland, and partly made up of exorbitant usury, of 16 per cent.
monthly, as appears by a count of the same date, with the bond subscribed by
Skink, and whereunto the bond relates, there was an act of litiscontestation in anno

1659, sustaining the allegeance as to the intromission and usury after the bond, but
repelling the same,. as to what preceded the bond, and appointed a count and
reckoning. Skink being dead, his relict as executrix having transferred the act,
craves now the count to proceed conform thereto. The defender answered, that
he ought to be reponed against the act, in so far as it repelled the allegeance, upon
the usury preceding the bond, as being unjust. The pursuer answered, that

she opponed the act of Parliament, confirming the judicial proceedings in the time
of the Usurpation, and specially ratifying acts and interlocutors of the Judges. The

defender answered, that this act was unwarrantably extracted, there being a pos-

terior interlocutor, which is now produced under the hand of the President, at that

time, ordaining the count to be not only upon the exhorbitant usury after the

bond, but also before the same.
The Lords ordained a new act of count and reckoning to be extracted, allowing

the defender to be heard upon the exorbitant usury before the bond also before

the au4itor, in respect of the said posterior interlocutor.
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